FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Philanthropy starts with many people, many citizens in all walks of life, thinking even briefly about generosity.

For nearly 25 years, CMS has occupied a unique niche in the community: providing equal access to music education and mentoring for as little as $1 per lesson. In my first quarter as Executive Director, I have had the opportunity to see up close how CMS makes a difference in creating brighter futures for our students.

Every day our outstanding teaching faculty tailor their music instruction, as they nurture personal maturity and artistic expression. Our students graduate as creative and critical thinkers, strong communicators and collaborators, and ethical global citizens. I am grateful for our dedicated faculty, volunteers, supporters, and Board of Directors, as we work together towards expanding our educational programming, community awareness, and financial resources.

It is said that “philanthropy starts with many people, many citizens in all walks of life, thinking even briefly about generosity” (Ted Grossnickle, Vice Chair of the Giving Institute). Your support and advocacy will be indispensable in the coming year and I hope to meet with each of you to share my vision for the road ahead. My door is always open.

- Dennis de Jong, Executive Director

FROM THE PRESIDENT

The 2017-18 fiscal year was a momentous one for CMS. The Board took major steps toward strengthening the organization, ratifying a new five-year strategic plan. Key goals are to double the number of students we serve annually to 200 while raising our profile and strengthening our fiscal outlook. Our new Executive Director, Dennis de Jong, will lead these efforts.

Our students and faculty continue to shine brightly. In July 2017, Lanif Azcona received a CMS scholarship to spend 5 weeks at the prestigious Berklee Summer Music Program. In May, CMS cello teacher and former student, Myriah Luke was recognized with a Wake County Public School teaching award for her work at East Millbrook Middle School.

The loss of our founder, Mary Cates, in February was a bittersweet note amid these positive developments. Mary was the heart and soul of CMS for nearly 25 years. A five-term Raleigh City Council member, she rallied local leaders and musicians around the idea of a music school dedicated to serving underserved families in the community. Her example is an inspiration to us all.

As CMS prepares to mark its 25th anniversary in 2019, we are proud to carry on Mary Cates’ work. We are confident that the best is yet to come.

- Carol Holland, Board President
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BROADWAY BELIEVES BENEFIT

CMS’s October 2017 benefit Broadway Believes was a hit! The music-filled evening at the NC Museum of History featured Broadway and television star Alan Campbell, along with acclaimed jazz vocalist Yolanda Rabun and Broadway stars Kevin Kern and Kathy Voytko. CMS’s first ever “Award for Philanthropy” was presented to Kristi Hipple and Dennis Mayfield, owners of the Cameron Village boutique C.T. Weekends, in recognition of their tireless efforts on behalf of CMS. The evening, organized by Cindy McEnery and Bonner Jones, raised more than $50,000 for CMS programs.

FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS

SOURCES

- Contributions: $102,905 (43%)
- Grants: $56,881 (24%)
- Government: $44,572 (18%)
- In Kind: $23,834 (10%)
- Corporations: $7,529 (3%)
- Program Fees & Other: $4,530 (2%)
Total Sources: $240,251

USES

- Program Services: $140,839 (64%)
- Fundraising: $44,814 (20%)
- Management & General: $34,541 (16%)
Total Uses: $220,194

DONOR SPOTLIGHT: BARBARA & AL MARZETTI

CMS is deeply grateful to Barbara and Al Marzetti, who since 2011 have donated $5,000 annually to support the David L. Marzetti Percussion program. Barbara and Al explained their special relationship with CMS:

“We originally chose to contribute to honor our son, Dave, who passed away in 2010. Music was his life. Dave was a drummer in a Raleigh band that was poised to go places. He was also someone who was always looking to help others less fortunate, especially kids. In 2011, we created The David L. Marzetti Memorial Music Trust Fund and committed to a multi-year pledge to sponsor a percussion program at CMS, named in Dave’s honor. Year after year, we stick with it because we see the dedication of the teachers and students, witness incredible talent being cultivated, and see how CMS is making a difference in the lives of so many kids. It is rare indeed to contribute to a charitable enterprise and actually see the tangible results of your contributions. And it doesn’t get much more tangible than listening to kids play a marimba that you funded or playing in a jazz ensemble on your son’s drums.”

ACHIEVEMENTS MADE POSSIBLE BY YOU

- $1 per lesson
- 1,800 hours of classroom instruction
- 62,530 minutes of practice time
- 62 instruments provided this year
- 62% high school graduation rate
- 100%
STUDENT SPOTLIGHT:
LANIF AZCONA

For the past seven years CMS has been more than just a school; it has been a second family, molding me into the musician I am today. I was introduced to CMS in 2011 and began taking violin lessons. Later I studied additional instruments and focused more on singing/songwriting.

"CMS has been more than just a school; it has been a second family."

This past summer I received a full scholarship from CMS to attend the Five-Week Music Performance Intensive Program at Berklee College of Music in Boston, Massachusetts. I was a winner of the Singer Songwriter Program, performed in the Salsa Ensemble and was able to open the Five Week Blowout concert. The Singer Songwriter Program was by audition only and more than 200 five-week students auditioned. I was able to perform my original, “Never Leave My Side.” The program changed my life in a way that I cannot express.

As a senior, this is sadly my last year attending CMS. I want to thank Matt Douglas and Erin Zanders for their mentorship and support, and to the board, faculty, and donors who helped me pursue my dreams. I am eternally grateful.

MUSICAL THEATER PROGRAM

The 15 students in CMS's Musical Theater program brought the house down with their May 5 performances of Seussical Jr. at St. Saviour's Center. A partnership with Right On Cue Kids Theater, the program was underwritten by the Mary Biddle Duke Foundation.

FACULTY SPOTLIGHT:
MYRIAH LUKE

I would like to thank CMS for its enormous role in furthering my education with access to private music instruction. CMS gave me an exceptional opportunity as a student, and now I am able to give back as a CMS faculty member. This spring, I was honored to receive Wake County's Diane Kent Parker Award, which recognizes outstanding first-year teachers.

I first came in contact with CMS in 2007 when my Wake County teacher insisted that I take private lessons because of my talent. As my family was financially disadvantaged, CMS was the only option for me to receive private lessons. It's hard to describe the difference that private lessons made for me, but suffice it to say that after only two years, I entered high school at a level far above peers who had been playing longer than I. My high school orchestra teacher recognized that I could take a leadership position, assigning me to lead sectionals and, eventually, to lead and conduct classes. And I would never have been ready for college auditions without my CMS lessons. While attending Meredith College, I was hired as the cello faculty at CMS. It is gratifying to be able to give back to the organization that has done so much for me.

TECHNOLOGY CORNER

For the last two years, CMS has been offering recording classes in our Music Technology Lab. In addition to our affiliation with Berklee City Music Network, CMS started a mentorship program in 2017/2018 that offers CMS students additional resources for their artistic and educational growth. We want to make sure that students have an awareness of outside opportunities, summer music programs, college prep, vocational options in the arts other than that of a performing musician, and just a place to talk openly and creatively about music! As a part of this new program, we took a group of teenage students on two field trips. The Fall trip was to visit Manifold Recording Studio in Pittsboro where they were given a tour by the Grammy-winning engineer, Ian Schreier. In the Spring, a group of CMS students were given a tour of Myriad Media by Brand Director Jedidiah Gant. Recently we worked with partners Sweetwater, Singer/Songwriter for the Mountain Goats, Ten Atoms Management, and Merge Records, to secure $2,000 in funding to improve our audio production resources.

Thank you to all of our individual, corporate and foundation supporters, and local business and nonprofit partners, for giving our students the gift of music education. CMS is funded in part by the City of Raleigh based on recommendations of the Raleigh Arts Commission, and supported by the United Arts Council of Raleigh and Wake County, with funds from the United Arts Campaign as well as the N.C. Arts Council, a division of the Department of Cultural Resources.
2017-2018 HONOR ROLL OF DONORS (JULY 1, 2017 - JUNE 30, 2018)

Individual & Family Foundation Supporters

$5000+    Anonymous

$1000 - $4999
Judy and Chip Anderson
Carrie Barnes
Elizabeth and David Beam
Dawn and Jeffrey Brown
David Gates
Dodd Slight Family Charitable Fund
Megan and George Douglas
Betty Dunham
Elizabeth Flagler Park Fund of the Triangle Community Foundation
Martha Hayes
Elda Hensey
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Rosemary Gill Kenyon
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Regina McLaurin
Dare and John O'Connor
Dwayne Perry
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Mary Ann and Greg Poole
Mary and Raymond Reisert
June and Tom Roberg
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Lafonia Shepmane Preston and Kurt Preston
Eunice Toussaint
Ginny and Dan Zeh

$500 - $999
Anonymous
Jane and Robert Allen
Don and Carla Berryman
Carol and Bob Bilbro
Deb and Julian Bunn
Kelly and Wayne Cobb
Cecelia and Mike Condey

Peter Corson
Thomas Cunningham
Margaret Davis and John Chismell
Elizabeth and Robert Dean
Michael DiGiovanni
Georgia and Alec Donaldson
Wendy Dyer
See and B.A. Farrell
Adam Fox
Vivian Fox and Carl Tyer
Susan and Ned Gardner
Baird Garris
Linda and Rob Green
Wade and Sandy Hargrove
Mary and Dan Hughes
Susan Jones
Julia and Frank Daniels, Jr.
Endowment Fund of Triangle Community Foundation
Joyce and Dennis Keke
Christopher Lin
Susan and Mack Little
Bob Luddy
Cindy and Jim McInerney
Anna and Jeffrey McBamb
Susan and Dale Oliver
Michael Patterson
Edythe Popham
Gwendolyn and Leroy Reynolds
Mary Louise Spain
Norma and Robert Tomb
Jan and Richard Torrey
Sue Ann and Franci Westmeyer
Judith and Larry Wilson
Rosemary and Smokey York

$250 - $499
Anonymous
Gail and Joe Austin
Annette and Keith Bandy
Ana and Harold Berry
Winifred Bolton and Bob Stephens
Soror and Henry Bowes
Lynne and Walter Brok
Sally and Jim Cameron
Julia Cavalier
Sandra and Kenneth Close
Tama and Dillon Coleman
Martha and Gregory Crompton
Jody and Thomas Darden
Dianne and Vartan Davidian
Susan Emmons
Jim Erickson
Peggy and Jim Fain
Patricia and Allan Fenn
John Fisher
Mary Susan Folse
Susan Garrett
Agnieszka and Jim Goldston
Peggy Goodman
Paula and Dale Graff
Sally Greaves
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Megan and Christopher Harris
Jennie and William Hayman
Judy and Richard Hendrickson
Carol Holland
Mary Sue and Win Hunt
Richard Ingersoll
Bobiron Jacobowitz and Fred Jacobowitz
Doni Kay
Martha and Robert Leak
Lynn Manes
Sara Jo Manning
Elaine Marshall
Amy and Wayne Massengill
William McHenry
Lu and Susan McNair
Johanna O'Dell
Lochle Overley and Donald Coffey
Sandy and Winston Page
Patricia A. Summer Family Foundation
Ann and David Permar
Arlene and Michael Pike
Nancy and Lubin Prevatt
Richard Robier
Tina and Kyle Ross
Angela Rumback
Kay Schoellhorn
Judith and Robert Spaziano
Rocco Stigliano
Susan M. Clarke Revocable Living Trust
Bonnie and Harold Tharrington
Heir White
Alicia Woerner
Sophia and Michael Yarborough

$100 - $249
Anonymous
Laura and William Alexander
Jan and Jim Amy
Sankar Arumugam
Stacy Bailey
Terry Barcroft
Cathy and Ed Barrows
Winnie Beach
Leigh Dickens Blow
Ann Borden
Sandra and Bill Boyd
Sandy Brown
D.R. Bryan
Anita Burroughs-Price
Kevin Caldwell
Karen and Joseph Campbell
Winnie and Candy Held
Jan Christensen
Linda and Richard Clark
Ann and William Collins
Edward Coman
Charmaine and Thomas Cooper
Christine Coyne-Smith
Sandra Crane
Rebecca Crosson
Ellen Crowley
Faye and Paul Dalton
Ginny and Stéphane Daniel
Debra and Clayton Demicalli
Anne and Dean DeMani
Johanne Dunn
Sara Duprey
Elle Eads
Carolyne Elliott
Amber Farrell
Angela and Burr Floyd
Janet and Alexander Floyd
Sandra and Ruffin Franklin
Karen Garbarino
Julia Garbison
Susan Goodman
Lisa Gordon
Mary Graham
Jane Gray
Marcia Gumpertz
Frances Hallock
Bill Hamlin
Emmett and Hubert Hayden
Cindy Hendren
Gaylene Henry
Shirley and John Hightull
Harries and James Hill
Jeanie Holmes
Penelope Hornsby
Elizabeth Huley
Stephan and Scott Humrichhouse
Leslie and Steve Hurst
Carolyn and J.A. Ingram
Jay Johnston
Chancy and Keith Kapp
Gretchen Kappe
Brenda and Alan Kerr
Jan and Joseph Kinos
Leroy King
Betty and John Leydon
Amy Lin
Amy and David Marschall
Nona Mason
Gail Massari
Katherine Maussey
Jennie Mays
Larry McDonald
Stephen McLaurin
Jane McMillan
Mary McMillan
Julie McCay
Loretta and Don Mershon
Matt Minnura
Ruth and Gary Mock
Jenita Moore and Carl Platpis
Patricia Morrison
Philip Moren
Carroll and Kerry O’Brien
Hannah and John O’Connor
Martha O'Donnell
Barbara O'Herron
Bett and Bill Paggett
Carla Pasol
Sue Paul
Marjorie Pipkin
Lillian and Jim Poole
Lacy and Sydney Presnell
Frances Price
Kenny Purcell
Suzanne Purington
Janie and John Rawlings
Lauren Raynor
Martha Reiner
Jay Robbins
Lisa and Jeff Rosenberg
Reid and John Rushing
Elizabeth Scott
Lauren and Andrew Scott
Al Segars
Rudolph Seracino
Sydney Shelebarger
Stephen Sefcik
Carolyn Silver
Dena and Charlie Silver
Dolly Smith
James Smith
Nathaniel Smith
Jane Stilkeather
Charlotte and Brian Sweeney
Borden Taylor
Kathleen and Andrew Thomas
Allyn Vogel
Carole Walker
Patry and Norman Watson
Bill Wimberley
Amy Wombles
Barbara Wynne
Sue and Larry Yarger
Dora and Paul Zia

Institutional Supporters

$5000+
City of Raleigh Arts Commission
David L. Marzetti Memorial Music Trust Fund
John William Pope Foundation
Junior League of Raleigh
Mary Duke Biddle Foundation
United Arts Council of Raleigh & Wake County

$1000 - $4999
Blue Cross Blue Shield
Capital City Civitan Club
Clancy & Thyes Construction Company
City of Raleigh Foundation
Ellis and Les Swindell Foundation
Ellis Ann L. and Frank B. Holding Foundation
Georganne Sodeney Foundation, Inc.
The Norman & Rose S. Shamburg Foundation
Paragon Commercial Bank
Quail Ridge Books
Smith & Anderson Blount Dorsett Mitchell & Jessup, LLP

St. Francis of Assisi Church
St. Michael's Episcopal Church
WCPE Education Fund
Wake Memorial Presbyterian Church

$500 - $999
CT Weekends
Empire Properties
John Montgomery, Inc.
Philocosco Society
Logan Trading Company
Smith Anderson Blount Dorsett Mitchell & Jessup, LLP Community Fund
Triangle Community Foundation

$250 - $499
Carolina Jama
Gina Smith
Eli Vue
Irregardless Café
Raleigh Civic Ventures
W. Trent Raleigh Family Charitable Fund

$100 - $249
Christ Episcopal Church
Flying Squirel Music Inc.
IBM Employee Charitable Contribution Campaign
Law Offices of Perry R. Salam, PA
Steve Smallman Property Inspections, LLC
Warren Averett
Women’s Club of Raleigh
VANB Installed Sales

Gifts in Honor of
Agnes and Paul
Tom Anderson
Lisa and Anthony Catlton
Brad Crossham
Matt Douglas
Maxine Dodd Doyle
Greg and Samantha Hatem
Edna Hensey
Campbell Hill
Krisi Rikle and防范 thomas
Marion Johnson
Martha Keravouri
Sara Jo Manning
Cindy McInerney
John McInerney
Anita Nichols
Dare O’Connor
Julie Oliver
Penny and Randy
Artlne Pike
Emilie Tousaint
Allyn Vogel
Karen and Vaughn Wagoner
Jake Wenger
Louise Willerson
Women’s Club of Raleigh
Bob Woodruff

Gifts in Memoriam
Gwen Briggs
Pablo Casals
Mary Gates
Evelyn Strachan Garris
LaVerne N. Gillis
Marc C. Hatem
Marion Mackintosh
David L. Marzetti
Tim and David Morrison
Kenneth N. Smith

Donations of instruments, music books, sheet music, and other goods and services are vital to CMS’s programs. We deeply appreciate the many individuals, organizations, and retailers who contributed goods or services in 2017-18.

CMS regrets any inadvertent errors or omissions in this roster. Please notify us of corrections.